Bill M adonna can take anyone’s game
to the next level !

Bill is truly a "teaching professional". He left a
position as a Club Professional in 1975 and has
spent the last 30+ years honing his skills as a
teacher of the golf swing. Bill has worked with
PGA and LPGA touring professionals, mini tour
players, club champions and tens of thousands of
amateurs of all skill levels around the world. Bill
has developed an international reputation for
improving golfers’ games by emphasizing Putting, Wedge and
Driver techniques. Through his many years of teaching and helping
golfers improve their games, he has become a nationally recognized,
credentialed instructor.
GOLF Magazine has annually selected Bill as one of the "Top 100
Teachers in America". Bill is a PGA Master Teaching Professional,
a multiple PGA Section "Teacher of the Year" award winner and has
attended and directed teaching and coaching summits, teacher
workshops, clinics and seminars and other golf instruction programs
BEST TEACHERS IN FLORIDA
offered by the PGA for the last 25 years. He has spoken at
international PGA Teaching Conferences and has given countless clinics and seminars for fellow
PGA golf professionals. The Bill Madonna Golf Academy (BMGA) is located at the Orlando
World Center Marriott in Orlando, Florida. He has an ongoing training program for assistants
working at the facilities and continues to support teacher training for the PGA of America. Bill
founded the Spirit of Golf Foundation (SGF), a nonprofit organization dedicated to training those
who impact golf’s future. SGF provides training and educational materials to scholastic golf
coaches, Physical Education teachers and youth counselors around the world.

What can Bill Madonna do for you?
Bill has developed a program that is centered around two timetested, result oriented and, most
importantly, easy to understand instructional cornerstones to improve your game while increasing
your enjoyment level:
1. The Four Absolutes of Golf plus One Essential, and
2. Incremental Learning of the Swing (building of the motion from the
hole to the tee). Putt it, Wedge it, Drive it.
These are the foundations of Bill’s schools and will provide you with an enjoyable experience that
delivers better scores. These cornerstones, plus problemrelated drills and teaching aids, are the key
elements to your success.

Bill also delivers these guarantees:
Bill proves to you that there are four positions all great golfers have in common. You will see video
footage of world class professionals from the 1890s to present day who have these four positions in
their swings.
Your single most flagrant error will be identified. With this error identified, you have one area to
work on as opposed to trying to fix too much too soon. Bill’s diagnostic abilities are the best in the
game – he will isolate this flaw and, as you begin correcting this specific error, many other
elements of the swing will become more achievable.
You will be given knowledge about the golf swing that will enable you to apply it to your swing.
You will become so much "brighter" about the absolutes of the golf swing that you can’t help but
get better. You should….. “Expect to Get Better”®
Bill will make your "journey" fun. Even though you may still occasionally fall back into old habits,
you will be certain that the effort you are making is correct and, with continued application, you
will become better.

Bill’s Teaching Philosophies
Sessions will cover Full Swing and Short Game Development with an emphasis on your Driver,
Wedge and Putter. His extended lesson format truly gives the student the time he or she needs to
develop their games properly. Beginning the learning process with half hour and hour lessons does
not offer sufficient time to establish a "clear and precise" understanding of the information. With
Bill's format, the student actually improves during the first session! Bill understands the difference
between you, the "practicer" and you, the "player". Many students tell Bill they hit it like a champ
on the practice tee, but can't take it to the course. This is why a portion of your time with Bill will
be on the golf course seeing how you play and manage your game.
Just because what you are attempting to do sometimes doesn’t work does not mean you should
abandon the effort. It simply means that you failed to accomplish the correct action that particular
time. JUST STAY WITH THE PLAN. Your body will become conditioned through proper
rehearsal. Don’t change the input! Once Bill has proven to you that what you’re practicing is "the"
best way for you, keep it up! There is nothing worse for your game than to be jumping from one
method to another several times a year. Your body needs one consistent message and it will
perform!
You will find Bill to be an "investment," not an expense. He, too, is investing in you. His reputation
is on the line as well as your hardearned dollars. He wants you to be successful even more than you
do.
You deserve this level of coaching. You can play golf for many, many years. Give Bill one or two
days to set you on the right path and he’ll give you the rest of your life to enjoy the game.
Seeing results immediately is the most motivating force you can get. You will leave your first
session with greater skill and an improved game.
Bill does not believe in the old adage "You have to get worse before you get better". This is a cop
out by instructors who do not know how to make you better right away. How many times have you

heard a friend or fellow golfer say: "I was OK until I took a lesson"? This is because the instructor
gave them too much to think about, did not identify the root problem or made a dramatic change in
the student’s current efforts. This will not happen with Bill or any staff instructors. Bill is a spoon
feeder – a little bit a lot!
State of the art video analysis will be used. Anyone can videotape his or her swing, but the analysis
is the key. What is my biggest problem? Where do I begin? I don’t know if I am set up correctly! I
just have too many questions! Many students come to Bill who have three or four deficiencies in
their swing. The most progress comes from knowing which problem needs fixed first.
Excellent takehome materials – a way to remember your session and many ways to record your
progress – will be provided.
Developing golf specific muscles will be addressed. This will not be a major overhaul of your
physique, but Bill will definitely address some of the needed muscle groups that will enable you to
swing correctly and more easily.
The best medicine for your game is "education". Bill is truly an educator first and a coach
thereafter. You can’t be too smart. There is no such thing as having too much information. How can
you fix it if you don’t know what’s wrong? How can you practice if you don’t know what to
practice? Hitting balls is not practicing – you are just grooving your mistakes or aligning your
errors for interim successes. Rehearsing the correct motions, builds your swing effectively.
In the final analysis, when a golfer hits a shot, there are only three possible results: Rotten,
Acceptable or Great. Bill calls this your “RAG” score and will show you how to eliminate the R’s,
develop the A’s, and wait for the G’s.
Call the Bill Madonna at 4079481777 and make an appointment to book a ½ Day or 1 Day
session with Bill.

